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Abstract 
 
As home devices have various functions and have improved computing power and 

networking ability, home device authentication has become increasingly important for 
improving the security of home network users. Moreover, device authentication supplies user 
convenience for the home network service user because it can replace the user authentication 
required for the used home network service. In addition, the security of the home network can 
be strengthened if device authentication is considered in addition to the authentication and 
access control for the home network user. In this paper, we describe home device 
authentication framework and system, certificate profile for home devices, which is based on 
the Internet X.509 certificate, home device authentication mechanism, and our CA 
administration server. And also, we propose the tracing method of lost device using our home 
device authentication system.  

 
 
1. Introduction 

 

The development of information technology has changed our lives, even home life. The 
concept of a home network appeared while IT was being integrated with various home 
devices. Providing greater convenience, the home network connects all our home devices as a 
network, enabling them to communicate with each other. However, sometimes we may prefer 
that a particular device not be connected to our home network system. If that device is 
somehow connected against our wishes, the consequences may be disastrous. Hence, user 
authentication and authorization and home device authentication and authorization are 
necessary for home network services. In using a home network service, we can apply user 
authentication and authorization technology so that only authorized persons can use the 
service. However, the current authentication and authorization technology has various 
problems, such as the leakage of user authentication information by a user’s mistake, the 
usage of guessable authentication information, and the discovery of new aspects of 
vulnerability in existing authentication methods. Thus, the user of a home network service 
must be guaranteed from security through a credible device. This type of security involves 
home device authentication as well as user authentication and authorization. Furthermore, the 
nature of the home network, with its combination of wired and wireless network devices, 
means that the possibility of unauthorized access is very high for particular devices. Hence, 
there is a great need for device authentication.  
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The home device means all devices which participate in the home networking. It can be a 
supplier of some home services or be user of that. To provide greater convenience, the home 
network connects all our home devices through a network, enabling them to communicate 
with each other. We think that a secure relationship among home devices is crucial because 
the home network service is becoming more convenient. The role of the user in a home 
network service is minimized and the services provided by the network of devices are 
maximized [6]. Device authentication ensures that only specific devices are authorized by 
specific authorized persons, and the security between two parties is ensured as long as the 
unauthorized device is not used. Furthermore, device authentication is a mandatory 
technology that enables the automatic provision of emerging context-aware services through 
device cooperation without user intervention; and DRM systems also need device 
authentication [3,4].  

Several mechanisms have been proposed for device authentication not home device 
authentication. Some industries suggest a hardware fingerprint-based approach [7,8] in which 
the trustworthiness of the device is established through verification of secret information 
extracted from a unique hardware fingerprint. Bluetooth [9] and Zigbee [10] provide a device 
authentication mechanism based on a shared symmetric key, and CableLab [1] provides a 
public key infrastructure (PKI)-based mechanism. Especially, CableLab [1] provides device 
authentication method, but it only authenticates home gateway by using X.509 version 3 
certificate. A personal certificate authority (CA) provides a localized PKI model [2, 11]. 
However, to the best of our knowledge, these mechanisms are unsuitable for our home device 
authentication framework[12].  

We now describe a framework of home device authentication and its implementation. In 
section 2, we discuss our home device authentication framework and in section 3, we propose 
home device certificate profile. In section 4, we propose secure communication protocol. In 
section 5, we describe home device authentication mechanism. In section 6, we give an 
example of tracing method for lost home device. Finally, in section 7, we present our 
conclusions. 

 
 
2. Home device authentication system 
 
2.1. Home device authentication framework 

 

We propose a PKI-based home device authentication mechanism. The mechanism covers 
intra-home device authentication and inter-home device authentication. We considered a 
public CA instead of a personal CA [2, 11]. The use of a personal CA may have been suitable 
if we had only considered device authentication in an intra-personal area network (PAN) or 
intra-home network. However, because we considered inter-home network, the public CA 
was more suitable. Figure 1 shows our home device authentication framework. 
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Fig.1. Home device authentication framework 

In figure 1, our home device authentication framework has a hierarchical PKI structure. 
That is, a root CA manages the framework’s subordinate CAs, and the CAs manage other 
subordinate CA, home devices and home registration authority (HRA). Final CA is a 
subordinate CA, but it has not its subordinate CA. It only controls home devices (including 
HRA). The HRA is a home device with sufficient computing power for public key operation 
and for communication with other home devices and user interface equipment (such as a 
monitor or keypad.). The HRA, which also functions as a regular registration authority (RA) 
has more authority and requirements.  

Figure 1 shows various home devices connected to a home network. These devices, which 
can communicate with each other and have basic computing ability, including the following: 
an Internet-microwave, an Internet-refrigerator, a digital TV such as IPTV, an Internet-
washing machine, a PDA, a notebook computer, a wall-pad, a PC, and a cellular phone. Many 
home devices are used in everyday life and more will soon be developed.  

 
2.2. Home device authentication system architecture 

In our home device authentication system, CA issues home device certificates, belongs to 
many number of homes and has some responsibilities; the first responsibility is to protect its 
private key from disclosure, the second responsibility is to verify the information in a 
certificate before it is issued, the third responsibility is to ensure that all certificates and CRLs 
it issues conform to its profile, the fourth responsibility is to accurately maintain the list of 
certificates that should no longer be trusted, the fifth responsibility is to distribute its 
certificates and CRLs, and the sixths responsibility is the maintenance of sufficient archival 
information to establish the validity of certificates after they have expired[13, 14]. So, the CA 
must be a trusted party in our home network system. It needs to be controlled by a nonprofit 
organization. Also, we put a HRA(Home Registration Authority) and it works as 
RA(Registration Authority) and helps the issuing of home device certificates. HRA can be 
home gateway, and other devices which have some computing ability and some interfaces to 
communicate with other home devices. If the new home device is registered, HRA verifies 
the registration information of the device and requests the issuing of the home device’s 
certificate to CA. If CA issues the certificate of the device and sends it to the HRA, HRA 
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sends the certificate to the device. When HRA sends certificate to the device, HRA can use 
various methods; out-of-band transmission method and wired-transmission methods, etc. 

When a home device requests a service which supplied by other device, the authentication 
between two devices is needed. It is performed through certificate verification of them. After 
the success of the mutual authentication process, between the home device providing a 
service and the home device requesting a service. At this time, devices which there is a 
difficulty in the public key operation, ask for the verification of a certificate to the delegation 
server. The delegation server informs a result after the certificate verification to the device. If 
the delegation server can be entrusted with a complex calculation, the verification time and 
energy in the home device can be reduced. But, the security and trust has to be guaranteed by 
CA or the HRA. That is, the HRA has to guarantee that of the delegation server if the 
delegation server exists in the home. And CA has to guarantee that of the delegation server if 
the delegation server is shared in several homes. Figure 2 shows our home device 
authentication system based on public key infrastructure. And it consists of CA, CA 
administration server, delegation server, HRA, many home devices.  

 
Figure 2. The structure of our home device authentication system 

 
 
3. Home Device Certificate Profile 

 

Our home device certificate follows the form of an Internet X.509 version 3 certificate 
[13,14]. More specifically, it is the same as the X.509 version 3 certificate with a few added, 
extensions for home device authentication. Our home device certificate authenticates home 
devices but the Internet X.509 certificate authenticates humans, enterprises, servers, routers, 
and so on. The popular X.509 certificate – provides a good basis for our home device 
certificate; moreover, it facilitates the implementation of our home device authentication 
framework and expedites the spread of the mechanism. Table 1 and 2 show our home device 
certificate profile. 
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Table 1.  Basic device certificate profile 
version 
serialNumber 
signature 
issuer 
validity 
* subject  
subjectPublicKeyInfo 
* extensions 
signatureAlgorithm 
signature 

 

In Table 1, the subject and extensions fields signed with ‘*’ are different from those of the 
X.509 version 3 certificate. Table 2 shows a brief home device certificate. The home device 
certificate uses only five extensions of the X.509 certificate [13,14] and three additional 
extensions. In table 2, ‘n’ means a non-critical extension, ‘c’ means a critical extension, ‘m’ 
means a mandatory extension, and ‘o’ means an optional extension. We defined the additional 
three extensions (namely the HRAInfo, HRAOwner and devDesc extensions) as non-critical 
optional extensions for compatibility with existing PKI solutions.  

Table 2.  Brief home device certificate 

 
We now describe the home device certificate fields that differ from the X.509 version 3 

certificate fields.   

 
3.1. Signature 

The signature field contains an algorithm identifier, and it identifies the digital signature 
algorithm used by the certificate issuer to sign the certificate. It is a copy of the signature 
algorithm contained in the signature algorithm field. In the X.509 version 3 certificate, the 
RSA algorithm is recommended. However, in the home device certificate, both the elliptic 
curve digital signature algorithm and RSA algorithm are recommended.  

 
3.2. Subject 

Fundamentally, the subject field of our certificate follows that of the X.509 version 3 
certificate. The subject field of the CA certificate is the same as that of the X.509 version 3   
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certificate. However, the subject field of the end-device certificate is slightly different. The 
organization referred to in the X.500 naming attributes must be the device manufacturer, and 
the common name attribute must be a device recognition number such as a device serial 
number, or a device MAC address. The following expression is an example of the X.500 
naming attributes of the home device certificate: 

C={country}, O={device manufacturer},  OU={product name}, CN={device 
recognition number} 

In this example, the product name means a kind of device which is the owner of the device 
certificate. For example, a refrigerator, a PDA, a Laptop computer or a Television can be a 
product name. 
 
3.3. HRA Information Extension 

The HRA information extension describes the location of the HRA related to the device. 
The location of the HRA is filled with an IP address of the HRA and the postal address of the 
home. If a home device is lost and the CA is notified of the loss, this extension can help in the 
retrieval of the lost device.  

In this extension, IPAddr attribute will become more meaningful value when IPv6 address 
structure is used and all things can have an IP address. 

The ASN.1 syntax for the HRA information extension is as follows: 

   HRAInfo ::= SEQUENCE { 

   IPAddr  iPAddress OPTIONAL, 

           PostAddr  UTF8String OPTIONAL} 

     iPAddress ::= OCTET STRING 
 

3.4. HRA Ownership Extension 

The HRA ownership extension is the extension field for describing the owner information 
of the HRA. This extension field becomes the method of knowing the owner of the HRA. In 
addition, when this field receives a service by using the home device certificate, it assumes 
legal and moral responsibility.  

This extension has a ‘hRA’ attribute which shows whether it is an HRA device and 
‘RealName’ attribute which shows the real name of the HRA owner. The ASN.1 syntax for 
this extension is as follows:  

    HRAOwner ::= SEQUENCE { 

            hRA  BOOLEAN    DEFAULT TRUE, 

   RealName UTF8String    OPTIONAL} 
 

3.5. Device Description Extension 

The device description extension identifies the basic function of the home device. This 
extension offers four device characteristics: ‘device control’, ‘home appliance’, ‘simple UI 
media’ and ‘PCs’. The four device description choices are described as follows: 
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The device control characteristic indicates whether a device may be used to control home 
devices by remotely, that is by a remote controller. 

The home appliance characteristic indicates whether a device may be a home appliance, 
such as a refrigerator, a washing machine, a microwave, or an audio equipment.  

The simple UI media characteristic indicates whether a device may have simple user 
interface equipment, such as a wall pad, a portable media player or a DMB player, and so on. 
These devices lack the powerful computing ability of PCs but they have a basic computing 
capability and a simple user interface.  

The PC characteristic indicates whether a device may be a PC, a notebook computer, or 
PDA.  

This extension, which has the basic functions of computing power and communication 
ability with a device can be used in the home device access control.  

 
4. SCP (Secure Communication Protocol) 

 
4.1. Definition of SCP 

 

Before the home device authentication based on public key infrastructure is done, the 
certificate issuing process about the home device is needed. And before CA issues home 
device certificates, the CA administration server must set up policies including the issuing of 
certificate and the issued certificate management, the CA management, registered home 
device management, lost device management, operators of CA administration system 
management, etc. So we implement a CA administration server which helps us convenient 
policy setting up. 

In the GUI(Graphic User Interface) displayer of the CA administration server, if all kinds 
of the policies relating to the function of CA is established, that data are transmitted to CA, 
and CA stores received policy data in database of the CA. CA administration server is only 
the interface for CA’s policy establishment and displays the policies. Data are actually stored 
in the database of CA. At this time, the policy data has to be securely transmitted to CA 
according to our supposed method (that is SCP). Figure 3 briefly shows the SCP proposed in 
this paper. 

 

 
Figure 3. Brief SCP 
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As shown in figure 3, in SCP, CA and end entity mutually authenticate and share 
encryption key. And then encrypted data with the shared key are transmitted. SCP operates as 
follows; 

(1) End entity sends its certificate and request message about CA’s certificate to CA 

(2) CA verifies the end entity’s certificate.  

      - If it is valid, CA sends its certificate to the end entity. 

      - If it is invalid, CA disconnects with the end entity. 

(3) End entity verifies the CA’s certificate. 

- If it is valid, end entity transmits the negotiation startup request message for the 
encryption algorithm and key to CA. 

      - If it is invalid, end entity disconnects with the CA. 

(4) CA generates the session key. 

     - CA encrypts the generated key and encryption algorithm with public key of the end 
entity.  

- CA sends the encrypted data to the end entity. 

(5) End entity decrypts the received data with its private key(it is the pair of its public key 
and it was generated during the issuing process of its certificate), so it knows the 
session key and encryption algorithm which will use in communication between CA 
and it. This session key and algorithm will be used if their communication doesn’t 
disconnect over the predetermined time. 

- The end entity produces a request message, encrypts the message with the session key 
and algorithm, and then sends the encrypted request message to CA 

(6) CA decrypts the received message, processes the request, generates the response 
message about the request, encrypts the generated response, and then sends the 
encrypted message to end entity. 

(7) End entity decrypts the received message, and then processes the decrypted response 
message. 

 

 
Figure 4. Packet format of SCP 

 

On the other hand, the packet format of SCP is as shown in figure 4. There is the ‘opcode’ 
of 8-bit length which is the value showing the kind of the communications message between 
CA and end entity and is promised in advance. After that, ‘numRecs’ of 32-bit length 
successively come out. ‘numRecs’ is the number of ‘record’ fields. At this time, the meaning 
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of a ‘record’ is a row of database. For example, when the nine policies of certificate are stored 
in the database of CA, if a end entity sends a request, which asks the kind of certificate 
policies, to CA, then CA responds with nine successive records to the request of end entity. 
Moreover, each ‘record’ consists of ‘length’ and ‘field’. A ‘field’ value is the data of each 
record and each ‘field’ data are classified into a symbol ‘$’. And ‘field’ is a column of 
database. If the example of the upper part is used, each compositional element of a policy 
becomes the ‘field’ value. 
 
4.2. The use of SCP  

 

As described in 4.1, SCP is a secure protocol which is used in communication between CA 
and CA administration in order to establish all kinds of the policies relating to certificate and 
the function set-up of CA. Also, in the certificate issuing process including the certificate 
issuing request, SCP is used in a communication between CA and HRA. In the each 
communication (the communication between CA and CA administration server, and the 
communication between CA and HRA), the same SCP packet format and protocol is used but 
different ‘opcode’ is used. About two hundreds of ‘opcode’s are defined and are implemented. 
These ‘opcode’s are mainly used for the communication between CA and CA administration 
server. And some ‘opcode’s are used for the communication between CA and HRA.   

Figure 5 briefly shows our authentication system in the point of communication. In the 
figure 5, long-dotted line means SCP is used in a communication and short-dotted line means 
physically secure communication such as out-of-band communication or wired 
communication.  

 
Figure 5. Our authentication system in the point of communication 

 
5. Home Device Authentication Mechanisms 

To authenticate home device, first of all, home device registration process to CA is needed. 
And then, CA or HRA confirms the information about registered home device and CA issues 
certificate to the device. In this section, we describe registration process of home device, 
certificate issuing process, and home device authentication process through the issued 
certificate. 
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5.1. Home device registration process 

Home device is registered to CA through HRA. HRA has a little more public trust than 
other home devices, but it must have basic security function. HRA has the convenient user 
interface and communication means in order to communicate with other home devices. 
Moreover, because information relating to the other home device is saved, HRA must 
securely keep that data from attacker. And it is responsible for home device registration. 
Home gateway is mainly used as HRA device. However, the other device can become. 

The registration process of home device to CA is shown in figure 6. 

 
Figure 6. Home device registration process 

As shown in figure 6, in the home device registration process, if home device transmits the 
home device information to the HRA, the HRA sends combined information of this home 
device information and HRA information to CA. CA stores the information which CA 
receives from the HRA in a database, generates reference number and authentication code, 
and sends them to HRA. In the meantime, the HRA can transmit them to the home device or 
securely store in the HRA.  

Moreover, home device and HRA can be physically secure communication by out-of-band 
communication or wired communication and a communication between HRA and CA can be 
cryptographically secure communication by SCP. Reference number and authentication code 
which is generated by CA and transmitted to HRA are used in home device certificate issuing 
process. If home device requests its certificate issuing to CA, HRA sends these values to the 
home device. If it doesn’t, HRA safely stores these values its database.   

 

5.2. Certificate issuing process 
 

Figure 7 shows the process where the HRA makes the certificate issuing request instead of 
the home device. First of all, The HRA generates a key pair (public key and private key) of 
the home device. The HRA transmits the generated public key of the home device, reference 
number and authentication code in its own database to CA. CA confirms these values. And 
the CA takes out the home device information based on these values from its database and 
issues the home device certificate. At this time, the certificate policy which set in advance 
through the CA administration is used. The issued certificate is transmitted to the HRA, and 
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HRA sends the certificate to the home device. As the same with the home device registration 
process, a communication between home device and HRA can be physically secure 
communication by out-of-band communication or wired communication and a 
communication between HRA and CA can be cryptographically secure communication by 
SCP. 

 

 
Figure 7. The issuing process of home device certificate 

 

5.3. Home device authentication process 
 

The authentication about a home device is necessary when the home device tries to use the 
home network service. All home devices could provide and receive the home network 
service. But some home devices don’t have computing ability for public key operation. So we 
proposed delegation server. Delegation server performs the function of verifying the 
certificate instead of home devices. As the performance of this server, the time to be required 
to the home device authentication can decrease. This server can exist in each home or can 
share several homes. Or each CA can manage several delegation servers for the home devices 
which are registered the CA. Moreover, home devices which have the enough computing 
ability for public key operation can entrust certificate verification to delegation server or 
directly performs it.  
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Figure 8. Home device authentication process using delegation server 

 

Figure 8 shows home device authentication process using delegation server. It is the 
authentication procedure in which home device 2 tries to use the service which is supplied by 
the home device 1. The device authentication procedure using delegation server is as follows; 

(1) Home device 2 requests the use of the service which is provided by home device 1. 

(2) The home device 1 requests the certificate of home device 2. 

(3) The home device 2 sends its certificate CertD2 to the home device 1. 

(4) The home device 1 sends its certificate CertD1 to the Delegation server. And request a 
certificate of the delegation server 

(5) Delegation server verifies the certificate of the home device 1(CertD1). 

- If it is valid, the delegation server sends its certificate CertDS to the home device 1. 

- else, the delegation server sends the verification result(fail) to the home device 1 and 
terminates the session. 

(6) If home device 1 receives a certificate of the delegation server, then verifies the 
certificate. 

      - If it is valid, home device 1 sends the verification result (success) to the delegation 
server. 

      - else, home device 1 sends the verification result (fail) to the delegation server, and 
terminates the session. 

       And then, home device 1 notifies home device 2 “disapproving the request of service”. 

(7) Delegation server generates nonce value and stores the nonce value XOR seed key of 
the home device 1. 
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● we assume the delegation server know all seed keys of home devices which are 
under the responsibility of the delegation server. 

(6) The delegation server sends the generated nonce value to the home device 1. 

(7) The home device 1 computes XORing between the received nonce value from the 
delegation server and its own seed key. And then it securely store that XOR-ed 
value( SKD1).  Also, SKD1 is new seed key of the home device1.  

(8) The home device 1 requests the verification of CertD2 to the delegation server. 

(9) The delegation server verifies CertD2, encrypts the verification result of CertD2, and 
sends it to the home device 1. 

(10) The home device 1 decrypts the received message from the delegation server, checks 
the verification results. 

- If CertD2 is valid, the home device 1 supplies its service to the home device 2. 

- If CertD2 is invalid, the home device 1 notifies home device 2 “disapproving the 
request of service”. And then it terminate the session between home device 1 and 
home device 2. 

 
 
6. Tracing method of lost device  

 

Figure 9 shows the tracing method of lost devices. As shown in figure 9, the tracing of a 
lost device is possible by using the home device certificate as follows: 

(1) If device A is lost, notify the CA of the loss. The CA then records the loss. 

(2) Anyone who finds device A may bring it home and try to use it or register it with 
HRA2 as a home device. 

(3) A home device verifies the certificate of device A through the CA or HRA2 
requests the issuance of the certificate of device A.  

(4) The CA knows device A is used at home2 through the HRAInfo field in the 
certificate of the device and then verifies the certificate of device A or the 
certificate of HRA2. 

(5) The CA informs HRA1 that device A is used at home2 
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Figure 9. Tracing method of a lost device using device certificate 

 
 
7. Conclusion 

 

Home device authentication is essential for a home network security and user convenience. 
We propose a PKI-based home device authentication method and describe the process of 
home device registration and the issuance of the home device certificate. Our home device 
certificate profile is based on the Internet X.509 version 3 certificate. And we propose the 
communication protocol which is used in our device authentication system. This protocol is 
used for the communication between CA and CA administration server or HRA. It includes 
mutual certificate verification, key sharing, and message encryption using shared key. 
Moreover, we describe about the process of registering the home device to CA through Home 
RA and the process of home device certificate issuing through the Home RA.  

Our home device certificate differs from an Internet X.509 version 3 certificate in some 
fields of the certificate. The differing fields are the subject, the HRA information extension, 
the HRA ownership extension, and the device description extension. The subject field of the 
home device certificate includes information pertaining to the kind of device, the device 
manufacturer, and the device identity. The HRA information extension includes the postal 
address of the home, which is subordinated by the HRA, and IP address of the HRA. Our 
method enables us to locate lost home devices, and to relate the HRA with the home device. 
The HRA ownership extension includes representative information for the use of a simple 
home network service based solely on device authentication. Finally, the device description 
extension includes information on the computing power of the device and access to home 
services. This extension is useful in device access control. 

Moreover, the proposed home device certificate can be used for home device 
authentication. We have also shown that it can be used to trace lost devices. The home device 
certificate has potential for wide application besides the examples presented in this paper. In 
short, the home device authentication with the home device certificate enhances user 
convenience and creates a more secure environment for the home network. Moreover, our 
proposed authentication scheme is not limited to the home. This scheme is also applicable to 
an office or the country. And, in the home device authentication system proposed in this 
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paper, if home device authorization concept is added, the more secure and convenient home 
network system can be implemented.  
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